Two studies assessed the role of hemispheric activation in person perception. Results of Study 1 supported an attentional focus model of hemispheric differences in person perception as opposed to a stereotyping/individuating model. Relative to left hemisphere-activated participants, right hemisphere-activated participants made more individuating judgments and engaged in more trait level stereotyping, whereas left hemisphere-activated participants engaged in more global stereotyping. In Study 2, greater individuation by participants under higher levels of motivation and ability was shown to be mediated by relatively greater right hemisphere activation. Results of both studies are interpreted in terms of an attentional focus model of person perception. Implications for dual process models of social perception are also discussed.
Recent theories of person perception distinguish between category-based (stereotypic) and attribute-based (individuating) judgments, emphasizing that the two types of judgments involve qualitatively different processes (e.g., Brewer, 1988; Fiske & Neuberg, 1990) . Judgments may be made about target persons by either responding to them as members of a salient category (e.g., male/female) or by attending to unique trait information about the persons. Actual judgments of target persons are often a combination of categorical and individuating information, suggesting that the final judgments can involve both processes.
Kosslyn and colleagues (Kosslyn, Koenig, Barrett, Cave, Tang, & Gabrielli, 1989) proposed a similar dual process model of visual perception which suggests that the left cerebral hemisphere of the brain is implicated in making categorical visual judgments (e.g., is stimulus x to the left or right of stimulus y?), whereas the right hemisphere performs individuating distance judgments (e.g., specifically, how far away is stimulus x from stimulus y?). Kosslyn et al. (1989) had participants make either categorical or distance judgments on stimuli presented to either the left or right visual field. Across four experi-
